DATA MANAGEMENT IN CAPITAL MARKETS FIRMS:
A BUY-SIDE ASSESSMENT
InterSystems commissioned Aite Group to survey capital markets industry executives around their firms’ data architectures
and data management strategies. Here are some of the key findings.

Three of the top four data challenges for
capital markets firms are about data
integration, cleansing, normalizing, and
transformation

Data quality issues

Why is this important?

Poor quality data results in inaccurate information
potentially being provided to clients, regulators, and
internal teams charged with important functions

42%
of firms

Time spent by functional end-users on data quality equates
to time not spent engaged in revenue-generating activities

37%

It is very difficult for firms to effectively manage
enterprise-level data across their entrenched
operational silos and functionally specific data silos

Data silos

of firms

Bridging silos is vital for enterprise-level functions such as risk
management and reporting

Responding to client requirements and trading
opportunities in a timely manner is vital in such a
high-velocity and competitive landscape

32%

Time to insights

of firms

Access to enterprisewide clean data, high-performance
infrastructure, and tooling improves the time to insights
from data

47% of capital market firms

In 2020, US$1.3 billion

feel the greatest hurdle to overcoming
data challenges is culturally becoming a
data-driven firm

is estimated to be spent on financial
services data management
technology and services

Half of buy-side firms feel that the delivery of relevant data to business is
a challenge. This is caused by multiple business functions using distinct
applications that feed other systems in the technology stack.

RELIABILITY AND ACCURACY drive
data architecture investments

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, TRADING, AND
CLIENT SERVICES are the divisions that place
most pressure on data architecture

Important factors that influence investment decisions:

Functions that place the most pressure on data teams:

Improved reliability
Managing multiple data
representations
Ability to drill down at
a more granular level

Portfolio
Management
Trading

Improved security

2

Client
Services
3

Faster time to market
Improved total cost of ownership
Greater throughput/scalability
Cloud
Incorporating ML into processes
Very Important

1

Somewhat Important

Not Important

Learn more at InterSystems.com/SurveyResults

